List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Oxford reference atlas for India and the world**/ By Oxford University Press. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2010 [912 OXF (057297)]
- **Syria's uprising and the fracturing of the levant**/ By Emile Hokayem. London: IISS, 2013 [956.9 HOK (057298)]
- **Sixty Years of India’s Contribution to the United Nations**/ By Ankush B Sawant (ed). Delhi: Authorspress, 2010 [341.230954 SAW (057305)]
- **Contemporary Military Innovation: between anticipation and adaptation**/ By Dmitry (Dima) Adamsky (ed.) & Kjell Inge Bjerga (ed). Oxon: Routledge, 2012 [355.6867 ADA (057307)]
- To serve and to protect: Human rights and humanitarian law for police and security forces/ By C de Rover. Geneva: International Committee of the Red Cross, 2005 [341.481 ROV (057310)]
- Warrior without weapons/ By Marcel Junod. Geneva. International Committee of the Red Cross, 1982 [361.53 JUN (057316)]
- Respect for International Humanitarian Law/ By International Committee of the Red Cross. Geneva: ICRC and Inter-Parliamentary Union, 1993 [341.67 INT (057317)]
- Punishing violations of International Humanitarian Law at the National Level. guide for common law states/ By Anna Segall. Geneva: International Committee of the Red Cross, 2001 [341.77 SEG (057321)]
- From Sarajevo to Hiroshima: History of the International Committee of the Red Cross/ By Andre Durand. Geneva: Henry Dunant Institute, 1984 [361.77 DUR (057322)]
- New Silk Roads: transport and trade in Greater Central Asia/ By S Frederick Starr(ed). Washington, DC: Johns Hopkins University, 2007 [385.0958 STA (057324)]
- **In search of stability, security and growth: BRICS and a new world order**/ By H H S Viswanathan (ed) & Nandan Unnikrishnan (ed). India: Observer Research Foundation, 2012 [327.06 VIS (057328)]
- **Internal Armed Conflict in India: forging a joint civil-military approach**/ By Rostum K Nanavatty. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2013 [355.021854 NAN (057330)]
- **King, Governance, and Law in Ancient India: Kautilya's Arthasastra**/ By Patrick Olivelle (tr). Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013 [351.01 OLI (057331)]
- **World's most dangerous place: inside the outlaw state of Somalia**/ By James Fergusson. London: Bantam Press, 2013 [303.6096773 FER (057333)]
- **Exploring Early India: up to c.AD 1300 (2nd ed.)**/ By Ranabir Chakravarti. Delhi: Macmillan Publishers India Ltd., 2013 [954.02 CHA (057334)]
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